
Hope 

Good morning everyone my text this morning is taken from Romans 8:24-

25 “For in hope we have been saved, but hope that is seen is not hope; for 

who hopes for what he already sees? 25 But if we hope for what we do not 

see, through perseverance we wait eagerly for it”. 

Hope..  

Whether we like it or not hope is part of everybody life, it is inherent in 

everyone. It defines who we are.  In fact our hopes and aspirations sets out 

who we want to be, what we want to do, in fact our whole life’s course is 

based on the hope that we have. 

Psychologists did some work on studying people who grew up in poverty 

but who also turned their lives around; they found they all had one thing in 

common - hope. 

They say a major factor in any depression is a loss of hope. So it is right to 

say, our hope and what it’s based upon is a critical factor for us all.  

Definition Hope” in Scripture means “a strong and confident 

expectation.”  

I would like to pose some questions to you this morning about your own 

hope - but in doing so I’m also posing them to myself. 

No harm in asking these things because if our hope is on solid ground, a 

firm foundation, it will withstand any test we put its way, & if it’s not, now 

is the time to re-evaluate. To throw out any defective hopes we have. 

I’m going to mention 5 things this morning that our hope as Christians 

should be based on: - (Happy are those that know these 5 things in their 

own heart) 

Firstly it should be a hope you can explain, and not some vague 

concept, as we said earlier it should be a ‘strong and confident expectation’ 

– we should be able to put the hope we have into words.  

Many today (even in Christian circles) can’t explain the hope they have, so 

it turns out, when you drill down into it, it’s just some form of positive 

thinking “oh it will turn out right someday in the end” “Don’t worry be 

happy”  “every cloud has a silver lining” some sort of glib ‘grin and bear it’ 

philosophy ! Not a hope they can define. 



Scripture says this in 1 Peter 3:15 

“But in your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an 

answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you 

have. But do this with gentleness and respect.” 

‘Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give 

the reason for the hope that you have’. 

We should be able to give good reason for our hope. I’m not talking about 

fancy words or deep doctrines – you can speak many fine words and not be 

saved and a few stammering words and yet be saved. No I’m not talking 

here about fine words!   

But just to know the essence of the gospel & the reason you believe, to 

know how you are saved and where you’re going when this life is finished. 

Spiritual ignorance is not a quality here; we should all know why we 

believe. 

You may remember the character ignorance in pilgrim’s progress - his 

hope turned out to be a false hope – and when it was exposed & challenged 

he rejected it -  lets read a little of ignorance’s fate from that great book by 

John Bunyan. 

“And I slept, and dreamed again, and saw the same two Pilgrims going 
down the mountains along the highway towards the city. Now, a little below 
these mountains, on the left hand, lies the country of Conceit; from which 
country there comes into the same way in which the Pilgrims walked, a 
little crooked lane.  

Here, they met with a very brisk lad that came out of that country; and his 
name was Ignorance. So Christian asked him from where he came, and 
where he was going. 

Ignorance replied: Sir, I was born in the country that lies off there a little 
on the left hand, and I am going to the Celestial City. 

Christian: But how do you think to get in at the gate? For you may find 
some difficulty there. 

Ignorance: As other people do, said he. 

Christian: But what have you to show at that gate that may cause that the 
gate should be opened to you? 



Ignorance: I know my Lord's will, and I have been a good liver; I pay every 
man his own; I pray, fast, pay tithes, and give alms, and have left my 
country for where I am going. 

Christian: But you did not come in at the Wicket-gate that is at the head of 
this way; You came in through that same crooked lane, and therefore, I 
fear, however you may think of yourself, when the reckoning day shall 
come, you will have laid to your charge that you are a thief and a robber, 
instead of getting admittance into the city. 

Ignorance replied: Gentlemen, you are utter strangers to me, I don't know 
you. Be content and follow the religion of your country, and I will follow the 
religion of mine. I hope all will be well. And as for the gate that you talk of, 
all the world knows that that is a great way off from our country.  

I cannot think that any man in all our parts does so much as know the way 
to it, nor need they mind whether they do or not, since we have, as you 
see, a fine, pleasant green lane, that comes down from our country, the 
next way into the way. 

When Christian saw that the man was "wise in his own conceit", he said to 

Hopeful, whisperingly, "There is more hope of a fool than of him." And 

said, moreover, "When he that is a fool walks by the way, his wisdom fails 

him, and he says to everyone that he is a fool."  

If you don’t know the fate of ignorance when he got to the gates of the 

celestial city the hope he had was found to be false, he could not enter - 

ignorance was bound hand and foot and cast out. 

Pilgrim concludes by saying 

“Then I saw that there was a way to hell, even from the gates of heaven, as well as 

from the City of Destruction”.  So firstly we know our hope is real when we can 

speak it out. Verbalise it, give a good account of what we believe. 

But secondly the hope we have should come from the scriptures.  

Romans 15:4-6 “For everything that was written in the past was written 

to teach us, so that through the endurance taught in the Scriptures and the 

encouragement they provide we might have hope” 

This is the book of truth and the encouragement that we draw from it, gives 

us hope, contained within these pages is complete truth about God, the 

truth about the history of mankind, our world, where we have come from & 

where we are going, how to live our lives, It’s the standard we judge 

everything by. 



It is what is said in here that matters – and it is out of the scriptures we 

get our hope, because it’s built on a sure foundation, a rock - it’s here we 

read those things that give us our hope. Like:- 

Romans 10:9, “If you confess with your mouth, ‘Jesus is Lord,’ and 

believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be 

saved.” It’s here we hear:- 

John 3:16 “For God so loved the world that He gave His one and only Son, 

that everyone who believes in Him shall not perish but have eternal life”. Or 

Rom 8:38-39 “For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither 

angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any 

powers, neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be 

able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.” 

It’s a hope that is not just a fanciful feeling, a vague concept - but based on 

solid truth from the word of God. 

Thirdly our hope should be solely on Jesus Christ as the famous song 

says: 

“My hope is built on nothing less 

Than Jesus Christ, my righteousness;  

I dare not trust the sweetest frame,  

But wholly lean on Jesus’ name”. 

There is something about the man or woman who has this hope - they 

recognise their own sinfulness, they realise there is nothing in them that 

can save them. But it’s through His blood and His righteousness alone. 

They know it’s not their church membership, it’s not in any good works 

they do, or whether they were brought up well, or they have always had 

Christian or moral values, all these things are a false hope – a mere 

counterfeit, like the house built on sand, it will all blow down on that great 

day. 

Those on their death bed know full well their sins, but cling to Christ alone: 

and you can be sure the hope they have, will bring them safely to glory. 

Fourthly a good hope is felt the man or woman who has this hope feels 

it - feels it inwardly. 

 

 



Romans 8:15-16 “For you have not received a spirit of slavery leading to 

fear again, but you have received a spirit of adoption as sons by which we 

cry out, “Abba! Father!” The Spirit Himself testifies with our spirit that we 

are children of God;”  

There is an inward heartfelt emotional witness to this hope. 

And this flies in the face of some with the teaching we get today where 

people say everyone is ‘saved’ you don’t even need to know it or feel it! 

You don’t need a conscious faith or a hope in Jesus at all, you’ll be ok, but 

that blind, detached hope is not the hope of the scriptures.  

This hope I’m talking about is the real thing, it is something you are 

conscious of, it engages your emotions fully. It’s a hope that fills your 

heart, you’re every thought, it sustains you through every circumstance in 

life, it’s the purpose for your very existence.  

And if these feelings of hope don’t break you at times, make you weep at 

the truth of them and the reality of them in your own life - you have a very 

poor hope or you’re a very cold personality. 

Will anyone say that a Christian, can be pardoned, forgiven, the Spirit of 

God put within them, and not feel any consciousness of this, to be left 

unmoved – No! The hope we have should be heartfelt. 

Finally it is a hope that expresses itself - manifests itself in outward 

actions. 

It is a very neglegent hope that does not stir us to action. 

Scripture says: “we know that when Christ appears, we will be like Him, for 

we will see Him as He is 

And everyone who has this hope in Him purifies himself, just 

as Christ is pure.” 1 John 3:3 

‘Everyone who has this hope purifies themselves’ because we have this 

hope it motivates us to greater holiness, greater good works, greater 

obedience.  Those that have this hope will say “how can I my please my 

Lord more? – the one who gives me this hope” 

JC Ryle said ‘the hope that does not make a man holy is no hope at all’ 

But true Christian hope always results in action. Counterfeit hope just 

buries its talent in the ground or hides its light under a bushel.  



That my friends is the hope we have and it’s the greatest hope in all the 

world, it’s the hope above all other hopes.  

And I maintain that the hope we have should contain elements of these 5 

things as I have described. If it doesn’t, it won’t stand the test of time or 

the fire that will expose all mans works on that great day. 

If you have this hope guard it until you’re dying day, never let the candle of 

the hope your burning, go out. 

If you do not have the hope we have talked about this morning or if you 

find it defective or weak, or your candle of hope is burning dimly, or if 

indeed it’s gone out altogether -   then do pray with someone before you 

leave this morning. 

Amen. 

 

 


